
have we “fallen asleep”?

…drifted apart from our roots and each other?



have we become entangled in ideologies and values that 
do not promote our freedom? ideologies that foster 

conformity, complacency and alienation?

are we becoming immune to Earth’s  touch, her
teachings and wisdom?



we all seek freedom from patterned/automated 
living and response to situations

and to get in touch with our soul 
and have the freedom to express it



freedom to discover our roots and purpose, 

and to live that purpose from the heart…



freedom from the thoughts that imprison, enslave, and restrain us



Even those “successful” by society’s norms are often depressed, 
feeling empty or purposeless…let alone those less fortunate



The work we engage in with the Earth is part of a 
healing process that includes all living things 

our work encourages us to reconnect with our ancestral 
roots and take responsibility for living respectfully and in 

harmony with all life forms 



our meditative work offers an alternative path to spiritual wellness

it should not be confused with religiosity or dogma



our meditative work is not 
just about calming the 

mind….. 



it is about healing…...

physical, emotional and spiritual

HEALING NEVER ENDS

And it is about discovering the
sacred world within us



our connections free us from fear, doubt, anger and confusionOur connections free us from fear, doubt, anger, and confusion



Earth’s landscapes are a constant reminder of our interconnectedness; 
her reflections are both humbling and empowering



the meditative work we engage in is about forging 
a unique spiritual relationship with the Earth,  

in return the Earth’s touch unleashes our hearts

as extraordinary and difficult and challenging 
and sometimes frustrating as this journey is, 
we find the courage to trust Earth’s teachings 

and the wisdom she imparts in each of us

the power of this connection and the freedom it affords cannot be underestimated



initiation is plagued by moments of second-guessing and questioning;

we question whether what we feel or experience is truly her touch and not 
just a manifestation or projection of ingrained beliefs and assumptions



it allows us to recognize Earth’s reflections, 

and shows us how our well-being is 
dependent on our interconnectedness

with time, our experience of the sacred 
world in us and the Earth can become a 

natural part of our existence…



the road ahead is marked by challenges as the Earth responds to our harmful actions;
by working together we can restore Nature’s balance and survive her fury

Laurent Baheux



join us in reconnecting with one another and the spirit of the Earth



We are built on the growing support we receive from friends who 
get it, who feel it, who embrace it

PLEASE GIVE WHAT YOU CAN SO WE CAN CONTINUE TO 
SHARE AND GROW OUR WORK

Avenya.org



www.avenya.org




